openQA Tests - action #48383  
[opensuse] test fails in first_boot - does not login in GDM  
25/02/2019 12:50 pm - mloviska

Status: Rejected  
Priority: Normal  
Assignee: ggardet_arm  
Category: Bugs in existing tests  
Target version: Milestone 30+  
Difficulty:  
Start date: 25/02/2019  
Due date:  
% Done: 0%  
Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Description

Observation

openQA test in scenario opensuse-Tumbleweed-DVD-aarch64-create_hdd_gnome@aarch64 fails in first_boot

Test suite description

image creation job used as parent for other jobs testing based on existing installation. GUI-Installation and selecting the gnome desktop during installation.

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 20190220

Expected result

Last good: ggardet_test_gnome_x11 (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

Related issues:
Blocked by openQA Tests - action # 48671: [opensuse] save_memory_dump make is... Resolved 05/03/2019

History

#1 - 26/02/2019 09:34 am - okurz  
- Target version set to Milestone 24

#2 - 05/03/2019 07:52 am - ggardet_arm

Some logs are missing due to: #48671

#3 - 05/03/2019 11:57 am - okurz  
- Blocked by action #48671: [opensuse] save_memory_dump make isotovideo to fail added

#4 - 05/03/2019 11:57 am - okurz  
- Status changed from New to Blocked  
- Assignee set to ggardet_arm

true, without the logs we can't do much :}

05/04/2020 1/2
@ggardet_arm I hope you are fine to track this ticket as blocked by the other

#5 - 20/03/2019 06:19 am - okurz

This is an autogenerated message for openQA integration by the openqa_review script:

This bug is still referenced in a failing openQA test: gnome-ext4
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/869250

#6 - 17/05/2019 08:37 am - mgriessmeier
- Target version changed from Milestone 24 to Milestone 25

#7 - 03/07/2019 09:29 am - mgriessmeier
- Target version changed from Milestone 25 to Milestone 26

#8 - 23/08/2019 07:07 am - mgriessmeier
- Subject changed from [functiona][opensuse][u] test fails in first_boot - does not login in GDM to [opensuse] test fails in first_boot - does not login in GDM
- Target version changed from Milestone 26 to Milestone 30+

add [u] tag again, when we can help you with this one please

#9 - 28/08/2019 06:30 am - ggardet_arm
- Status changed from Blocked to Feedback

This problem does not occur anymore since related GNOME bug has been fixed a while ago.

#10 - 02/12/2019 10:58 am - ggardet_arm
- Status changed from Feedback to Rejected